UNIT OUTBREAKS

GROUP INSTRUCTOR UNIT ORIENTATION

When a VCH unit sustains an outbreak, our preceptorship
students can remain on the unit, however group students
cannot be on the unit. VCH Student Practice will first assist
and guide schools currently on the unit and provide direction,
then if needed assist and guide schools who start in the near
future if it is felt that their start date will be affected.

All group instructors who have not been on a VCH unit in the
past are to be oriented to the unit well in advance of the group
placement start date.

VCH Student Practice is informed of unit outbreaks by internal
memos, then immediately contacts the unit educator to
discuss the specific situation.
1.

2.

VCH Student Practice emails the affected school placing
coordinator and group instructor who have students on
the unit (if assigned in HSPnet).
The email is sent with a High Importance tag to inform of
the outbreak, that the group is suspended, an estimated
timeframe of the suspension, as well as a proposed plan
for the group to continue their clinical practice at another
VCH site and/or further directions.

When outbreaks affect student groups confirmed on a unit,
specific HSPnet report tags are to be used. (Please see HSPnet
outbreak report tags for reference).
If a group needs to be moved to another site due to an
outbreak, the original confirmed placement is to remain in
HSPnet with the appropriate tag added, then the new
temporary placement is to be split from the parent placement.
If there is a pending group request that has not yet been
accepted at a unit that has sustained an outbreak, the school
can choose to cancel the request and try another site, or the
unit possibly will decline the request. VCH is not obligated to
honor a pending placement, but we will always try our best to
secure spots for our students.

The new instructor is to be oriented by an experienced past
instructor previously on the unit. The new instructor is to email
the Destination Contact with the previous instructor copied at
least two weeks in advance, or earlier if possible, to request and
organize a time for both to be on the unit for orientation.
If no past instructor is available, the new instructor is to email
the Destination Contact at least two weeks in advance, or earlier
if possible, to request a unit orientation.
If a new instructor has been assigned to the student group less
than two weeks in advance of the start date, same process as
above, but email the destination contact with a High Importance
tag and copy the receiving coordinator to keep them informed of
the situation. We also recommend creating a unit manual that
can be used as the unit orientation guide.

VANCOUVER COASTAL
HEALTH
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ONLINE RESOURCES FOR PLACING
COORDINATORS
1. VCH Student Practice Education website
2. SPECO Checklist

PROCESSES AND POLICIES
GUIDELINES FOR PLACING
COORDINATORS

3. VCH Student Placement Process Worksheet
for Placing Coordinators

Note that sometimes group instructors receive unit
information earlier than VCH Student Practice does, so
contacting us with this information is helpful and appreciated.

EMAIL: PLACEMENTS@VCH.CA

ACCEPTED PLACEMENTS THAT NEED TO BE
CANCELLED – GROUPS AND
PRECEPTORSHIPS
If the cancellation takes place with the start date more than
one month in advance, the school is to cancel the previously
accepted placement in HSPnet and the automatic email that is
sent from HSPnet to the destination contact and receiving
coordinator is sufficient communication.
If the cancellation takes place with the start date less than one
month in advance, the school is to cancel the previously
accepted placement in HSPnet, and then email the destination
contact with a copy to the receiving coordinator as a courtesy.

STUDENT ASSIGNMENTS IN HSPNET
Student legal names and school emails are to be assigned in
HSPnet to accepted placements at least one month in
advance of the placement start date. If the school is unable
to do this, they are to reach out to the listed receiving
coordinator in advance of our deadline to let us know, with
an estimated date of when students will be assigned.
Late student assignments significantly affect student training
and access to our clinical systems, which in return affects our
sites and student’s learning.

Not cancelling a previously accepted placement in HSPnet in a
timely manner, when the school no longer needs this
placement, significantly affects our other schools, who are
possibly needing placements, as well as our sites who are
expecting students.

GROUP START DATES IN HSPNET
The start date listed in HSPnet for a group placement is
the date the group physically attends the placement at
our VCH site.
Our units accept the original request that was submitted
into HSPnet, therefore if the school wishes to change the
schedule, days of the week, etc., they are to update the
Group Shift Schedule (to “hold” their new proposed spot),
adjust the start date to reflect the Group Shift Schedule
change, then reach out to the destination contact with
the receiving coordinator copied to ask if the changes can
be approved. Only when the destination contact replies
back with the approval, can the new schedule be
considered “approved”. If the unit declines the changes,
the school is to change the Group Shift Schedule and start
date back to the original that was accepted.
If another school occupies the past spot originally
accepted, the receiving coordinator will not send the new
request until the new proposal is accepted. If new
proposal is declined, the receiving coordinator will assist
in obtaining the original acceptance and the other school
will need to request elsewhere.
Our units expect schools to honour and follow the start
date, end date, and the schedule that had been originally
approved. Any changes made after the initial acceptance
need to also be approved with the listed receiving
coordinator included in the communication.

Deadlines for submitting a placement request

TRAINING, NETWORK & CLINICAL
SYSTEMS ACCESS

Term

HSPnet requests released to
our sites for consideration

All information regarding training, access to clinical systems,
and their processes are listed in our VCH Student Practice
Education website, under Discipline-specific requirements.
School Placing Coordinators are to check our website often,
as we continually update and add information:

Winter (January to
April)

August 31

Spring/Summer (May
to August)

January 15

Fall (September to
December)

March 31

http://www.vch.ca/for-healthprofessionals/education/student-practice-education

